Alaris Info Input Solution

Fast, Smart, Efficient Web-based Capture

Transform Your Capture
Info Input Solution is a powerful web-based solution that enables
capture for centralized, distributed, and remote locations to
validate, index, and route information to the right business
applications. This results in decreased operational and support
costs and increased process efficiencies.

Accomplish more, everywhere
A browser-based platform, Info Input
Solution makes it easy to deploy capture
solutions across your organization.
For example, major Business Process
Outsourcing firms (BPOs) value this
browser-based platform because it allows
them to empower capture solutions with
ease — on- and off-premise.
•	Info Input Solution is capable of
supporting both production and
distributed scanning environments
•	Captures business-critical information
via an app on your mobile or smart
device and sends documents quickly
into your business application
• Maintains productivity even with low
bandwidth or no web connection
•	Securely stores documents locally for
24 hours with no loss of productivity

Maximize efficiency with accurate
capture and streamlined workflow
Intelligent features such as advanced
indexing and expert extraction get
information into your business
processes faster. As an example,
Accounts Payable Departments
can benefit from the embeddable
transactional client to scan receipts
directly into their applications.
•	Powerful image adjustment tools
improve image quality by correcting
skewed scans, adjusting contrast,
and more
•	Multiple indexing options allow you to
extract the key information you need
•	Users can train the program for faster
data extraction from key documents,
reducing processing time
•	Drag and drop files into different
batches
•	Enables monitoring of batch status to
check details and prevent duplication
•	Pushes system upgrades to 1,000s of
users instantly

“The combination
of Kodak Scanners
with this solution
has increased
our scanning
productivity by
over 60%.”
– Operations Director of a
major BPO provider

Simple to integrate with your business systems
The Solution’s intuitive user interface requires minimal training
and reduces errors. For example, Brokerage Firms benefit from this
simplicity for client onboarding kiosks.
•	Easy to setup using your existing infrastructure, reducing
maintenance costs
•	No desktop software required
•	Offers centralized, consistent job setup and configuration with workflow/
output available regardless of what platform or device is used
•	Connects to Enterprise Content Management, Enterprise Resource
Planning, Business Process Management, and Workflow Solutions
•	Exports to any ODBC-compatible database or to a delimited ASCII file
Reliable information, world-class support
Info Input Solution helps ensure that you
capture valid, complete information on
the first scan. An example of this – State
Agencies value barcode reading abilities to
help them manage challenging documents
on the fly and deliver accurate data to a
variety of applications.
•	Determines document type for correct
processing after scanning via barcodes
•	Validation Scripts and Database Lookups
ensure flexibility for administrators to
enforce business rules, perform multiple
database lookups and validate data
•	A range of tools and features such
as drag and drop OCR ensures that
validation is carried out effectively to
minimize rework later
•	Simplifies data archiving and ensures
a consistent chain of custody across
multiple platforms, essential in
compliance and audits

•	Deploys new projects in minutes and quickly imports job setups from
other current systems such as Kofax
Grow and take on future needs
Organizations like Financial Services benefit from the flexibility of
future-proofing their capture solution and integration.
•	Grows with your capture needs—from a single department to complex,
high-volume enterprise requirements
•	One server can support 1,000s of users, and process billions of pages
• Both SQL Server and Oracle Database support
•	Supports Windows, Linux operating systems

“This solution has virtually 100% uptime,
which is amazing considering we have
over 6,000 users throughout the state
responding to requests for vital services.”
– IT Director, State Department of Human Services

Info Input Solution configurations

Alaris IN2 Ecosystem

Info Input Solution – Batch Capture
The client/server, browser-based architecture extends Capture, ECM, ERP, and
Cloud environments. The solution leverages advanced capture and other web
services already in place, in real time, during the capture process.
Info Input Solution – Transactional Client
Embedded in a browser-based application as a scan-button plugin, capture is no
longer a separate multi-step process: it’s now part of a familiar workflow for users
to scan, import eDocs, and index within familiar business applications.

Make a change that makes a (big) difference
As a common platform for capture, Info Input Solution delivers greater productivity
and ease to lower your costs and increase your efficiency. It’s an ideal match for all
capture, Enterprise Content Management, and business environments.
Change your capture and change your business with Info Input Solution –
• Performance second to none for browser-based capture
• Respond more quickly to customer requests

Today’s complex data environment
needs an integrated approach to
information capture. The Alaris
IN2 Ecosystem delivers the best
information capture solution for
your business with industry-leading
scanners, software, and services
delivered by a network of
trusted partners.
Alaris IN2 Ecosystem gives you the:
•	
Right Fit: Solutions to fit your
business goals, environment,
and budget
•	
Right Experience: Solutions
that simplify your work—from
acquisition through operation
and ownership

• Bring in ALL file types in one streamlined step
• Deliver meaningful data (and metadata) automatically
• Process documents and information faster
• Leverage your investments in existing services
• Reduce IT support burdens significantly
• Use the latest software and job definitions seamlessly across your system
• Eliminate capture and information silos

•	
Right Results: Solutions that
deliver superior business value
through fast, accurate, reliable
information capture
To learn more, alarisin2.com

System Requirements
Click the button to the right for a complete
list of the system requirements

LEARN MORE

Want to learn more?
www.kodakalaris.com/go/InfoInput
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